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Can-Spam Checklist for Commercial US Email

Category Can-Spam Requirement Checklist
From Name The From Name must identify the sender of the email. The 

recipient should be able to unsubscribe from who appears in 
the From Name.

Does the From Name identify the 
sender of the message? Does it 
Correspond to the unsubscribe 
options?

Subject Line The subject line should not mislead the recipient of the 
primary purpose of the email.

Does the subject line accurately 
reflect the email subject matter?  
Could a reasonable person safely 
assume from the subject line to 
which of these categories this mail 
belongs (transactional, personal or 
commercial)?

Suppressions 
Performed

Senders must honor all unsubscribe requests made within 10 
business days

Are you honoring unsubscribe 
requests made to the sender?

Unsubscribe 
Mechanism

The unsubscribe mechanism must be clearly displayed, 
function for at least 30 calendar days after begin used in an 
email and allow the recipient the option to unsubscribe from 
all commercial email from the send (From Name)

Is the unsubscribe mechanism clearly 
displayed?  Does the unsubscribe 
mechanism work and allow the 
recipient the option to unsubscribe 
from all commercial email from the 
sender (From Name)?

Postal Address There must be a postal address of the sender Is there a postal address for the 
sender?

Commercial 
Notice

There must be notice that this email is commercial in nature 
somewhere in the email.  This is not necessary if all recipients 
have provided affirmative consent

If commercial notice is required, is it 
present in the email?

Forward to a 
Friend (FTPF)

If the recipient is induced to forward email, the 'friend' 
message must reflect client as sender and run against client 
suppression list

If the advertiser induces or 
encourages the recipient to forward 
the message to a friend (FTAF), does 
the forwarded message comply with 
CAN-SPAM?

Multiple 
Advertisers

If there are two or more advertisers promoted within an 
email, advertisers can designate a single-sender.  The single-
sender is responsible for honoring unsubscribe requests made 
from the email and is required to provide inclusions required 
by the CAN-SPAM Act.

Does the designated sender appear 
in the From: name of the email?  Is 
the designated sender promoted 
within the message?

Sexually-Explicit 
Content

The subject line must include the warning "Sexually Explicit:" 
and if recipients view the email via a preview pane, the 
recipient must only see the warning and other specified 
information; unless the sender has prior affirmative consent.

If the sender does not have prior 
affirmative consent, are the images 
below any potential fold line or at 
least a click away?  Does the subject 
line contain "Sexually Explicit:"?

Source: Return Path, The Global Leader in Email Intelligence
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What Should I do to Prepare for CASL?
Does CASL Apply to You?

Audit of all online communications (Newsletters, Transactional, SMS/MMS, 
Social Media): are they covered by CASL?
Are the emails you send accessed in Canada

Create Compliance & Readiness Teams(s)
Learn everything you need to know about CASL
Build education and awareness internally (from intern to CEO)
Update required documents (Privacy Policy, Sign-up forms, Terms)
Ensure current/future contracts, processes are compliant
Create roadmap and start update process

Examine Current Levels of Consent
Do you have "Express" or "implied" consent for each contact?
Burden of Proof: make sure you can prove consent
Identify input sources (Points of Sale, Call Center, Web, Social, Events, 3rd 
Party signups…)
Use the 3 year transition period to obtain "Express" consent for all contacts

Content Analysis
Clearly identify yourself with a valid Postal address
Provide an unsubscribe mechanism in every CEM

Manage Your Contact List
Identify gaps in list data: Consent date, consent level, source IP/host, 
current status
Create a centralized database and keep things clean
Be able to process and act on all unsubscribe requests

Liability
Review 3rd party contracts
Work vicarious liability into all employee contracts, adopt compliance 
policies and sanctions for employees who do not comply

Should you get insurance?
Obtain legal advice - choose a lawyer that respects and understands CASL



CASL vs Can-Spam
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CASL Can-Spam
Applies to all commercial or 
electronic messages, such as email, 
SMS, Social Media, IM, Voice

Applies to Email where 
"primary purpose" is 
commercial

Includes messages that are the 
result of an action, such as a 
confirmation or welcome email.

Excludes messages that are 
a result of an action taken 
by a contact, such as a 
confirmation or welcome 
email

People must take action before 
they receive email marketing 
messages

People can be send email 
marketing messages without 
prior consent

Fines up to $10,000,000 for 
corporations and $1,000,000 (CAD) 
for individuals, imprisonment, 
liability of business owner if 
employees fail to comply

Fines per violation up to 
$16,000 (USD)per incident

Must clearly identify the sender
Must contain unsubscribe mechanism





Resources

Return Path: CAN-SPAM Compliance Checklist

A Guide to Canada’s Anti-Spam Law Cakemail 2014

Baker & McKenzie’s Global Privacy Handbook

Harris Interactive  / Truste: Consumer Confidence US 2013 Full Study

For more information on email marketing contact:
Mike Popalardo, mike@nextstepsmarketing.com or 

415.773.1840.
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